High efficiency 3D dye sensitized solar cells and the nano-surface control.
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ABSTRACT: Dye-sensitized solar cells consisting of tandem and hybrid structures are reported. It
was proved that these new structures have a potential to harvest light with wide range of wavelength
and increase open circuit voltage. In addition, modification of charge separation interfaces with
organic molecules and dyes are discussed in terms of trap passivations which bring about high
efficiency.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Since O’Regan and Grätzel reported
dye-sensitized solar cells (DSCs) with a
relatively high photoconversion efficiency,
DSCs have emerged as potential candidates for
next-generation solar cells [1].
The
efficiency of the DSC is reported to be 10.4 %
(DSC with active area of more than 1 cm2)
which is almost the same as that of amorphous
Si solar cells. However, the efficiency was
still lower than those of other solar cells. To
parallel the efficiencies of crystalline
silicon-based solar cells, further improvement
of the efficiency is desired. In order to
increase the efficiency, we focus on light
harvesting properties and electron collection
properties. In this report, directions to high
efficiency cells as well as cost-effective cells
are discussed in terms of cell structures and
nano-surface modification.
2. TRANSPARET CONDUCTIVE OXIDE
LAYER-LESS DSC (TCO-LESS DSC)
2.1 TCO-LESS DSC WITH POROUS Ti
ELECTRODE
TCO-less DSCs have attracted interest
because these FTO-glasses are expensive [2-4].
In addition, solar light reaches a titania/dye
layer effectively because a TCO glass has light
absorption in the range of visible and IR.
Figure 1 shows the comparison of a TCO-less
DSC and a conventional TCO-DSC.
Electrons are collected by a TCO layer in the
TCO-DSC and by a Ti electrode layer in the
TCO-less DSC. Kroon et al. have reported a
TCO-less DSC [2]. Instead of the TCO layer,
they fabricated a secondary metal electrode on
the porous TiO2 layer and have reported 3.6%
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Figure 1. Structure of TCO-less DSC and TCO-DSC

reported a TCO-less DSC structure named
“back contact DSC” [3, 4]. They used a
vacuum evaporation process to prepare the Ti
electrode and reported an efficiency of 8.4 %.
Both high conductivity and high diffusion of
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Figure 2. Fabrication of porous Ti electrode on titania layer
A: Before HCl treatment, B: After HCl treatment, C: Tetrapod shaped ZnO

ions passing through the Ti electrode are
required for the Ti electrode, because I- diffuses

the efficiency was quite low (1.49%) [6]. They
employed a dense and thin TiO2 layer as a
charge-recombination-blocking layer (CRBL)
which is commonly used for DSCs. The CRBL
protects the surface of the stainless mesh metal
in order to suppress the back electron transfer
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Figure 4. DSC consisting of floating electrode
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Figure 3. Relationship between Ti electrode thickness and efficiency for
DSC with porous Ti or dense Ti.
DSC-Porous-Ti: DSC consisting of a porous Ti electrode, DSC-Dense-Ti:
DSC consisting of a dense Ti electrode. An arrow stands for a efficiency of
a TCO-DSC. Electrolyte: LiI:500mM,TBP:580mM, I2:50mM,
EMImDCA:600mM in Acetonitrile, 0.25 cm2 cell. AM 1.5, masked. Active
area was corrected by a photograph.

sacrifice materials such as tetrapod-shaped ZnO
particles were essential. We have already
reported that ionic diffusions in straight ion
paths were much faster than those of curved
ionic paths [5]. Tetrapod-shaped ZnOs have
four hands which always penetrate the Ti layer
at any conditions and link the porous titania
layer with the electrolyte layer. When the Ti
electrode thickness was more than 300 nm, the
efficiency became almost the same as that of a
TCO-DSC (an arrow in Figure 3). One of our
best results of the TCO-less DSC was 7.98 %.

from the metal to an electrolyte. The
conventional thin TiO2 layer did not work
effectively as the CRBL. We found that a new
CRBL consisting of a gradient structure of TiOx
works well as the CRBL, where x was changed
gradually from 0 to 2, namely Ti metal layer to
TiO2 layer. The floating electrode (FE) was
prepared by coating a titania particle paste on
the stainless mesh sheet covered with the TiOx
CRBL layer, followed by baking at 450 oC.
Dye (N719) was adsorbed on the porous titania
layer.
The DSC consisting of FE was prepared
simply by inserted the FE between a Ti counter
electrode and a glass or a plastic sheet. It can be
clearly seen in Figure 5 that all of Jsc, Voc, ff
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from a counter electrode to a titania/dye layer
through the Ti electrode. Figure 2 shows the
preparation process of the nano-porous Ti
electrode
fulfilling
the
requirement.
Tetrapod-shaped ZnO was used as a sacrifice
material for the ionic path. Figure 3 shows the
relationship between the thickness of the Ti
electrode and the photoconverison efficiency.
The efficiency of the DSC-Porous-Ti increased
as the Ti thickness increased. However, in the
case of DSC-Dense-Ti which was prepared
without theses ZnO particles, the efficiency
decreased as the thickness increased. In order
to make a thick and porous Ti electrode layer,
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2.2 TCO-LESS DSC WITH FLOATING
ELECTRODE
A TCO-less DSC, where a porous
titania/dye layer is fabricated on a stainless
mesh electrode, was shown in Figure 4 [6,7].
Since the electrode is inserted into space
between a counter electrode and a glass
substrate (or a plastic substrate), we denote this
titania electrode as “a floating electrode (FE)”
in this report. Fan et al have reported a DSC
based on a stainless mesh electrode, however,
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Figure 5. Photovoltaic performances of DSCs consisting of floating
electrode

and efficiency for the DSC consisting of the
gradient TiOx CRBL were better than those for
the DSC consisting of a dense TiO2 CRBL (a
conventional CRBL) and a DCS without the
CRBL.
It can be explained by better
suppression of back electron transfers from the
metal electrode to the electrolyte in the
presence of the TiOx CRBL. One of our best

3. HYBRID CELLS AND TANDEM CELLS
Conventional Ru dyes absorb the light
from 400 to 800 nm. If all of these photons
are converted to electrons, short circuit current
(Jsc) of 23.0 mA/cm2 is expected. Supposing
that fill factor (FF) is 0.75 and open circuit
voltage (Voc) is 0.75 V (ideally 0.9 V),
photoconversion efficiency of 12.9 % is
expected. If DSC absorbs light from 400- 900
nm, Jsc of 29 mA/cm2 and 16.3 % efficiency
are expected. Supposing that light loss caused
by the surface refraction of a glass substrate
and by light absorption of a transparent
conductive oxide layer (TCO) are 15 %, 13.9 %
efficiency is expected for the latter case
(400-900 nm).
DSCs prepared by adsorbing dye mixtures
covering a short wavelength and a long
wavelength are called cocktail-type DSCs and
are expected to cover a wide range of
wavelengths [10-15]. A crucial concern for
the cocktail-type adsorption is that unfavorable
interactions
between
neighboring
dye
molecules often lead to a decrease in
photovoltaic performance. We proposed a
dye-bilayer DSC shown in Figure 6 [16]. It

was fabricated with using black dye (BD,
Solaronix SA) covering 450-800 nm and
NK3705 (Hayashibara) converting 400-450 nm.
To begin with, a titania substrate on a TCO-less
glass was stained with BD under the
pressurized CO2 condition to obtain the titaia
substrate, where a half top of the titania layer
was stained with the BD. The half bottom of
the unstained titania layer was stained with
NK3705 under a dipping condition. The
double dye-layer was observed clearly by a
confocul laser scanning microscope. The IPCE
curve of the dye-bilayer DSC was the sum of
that of the single cell stained with the BD and
Current Density [mA/cm 2]

results after optimization gives Jsc, Voc, ff and
efficiency as 12.26 mA/cm2, 0.72 V, 0.63, and
5.56%, respectively.
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Figure 7. Photovoltaic performances for double dye layer cell and the
corresponding single cell stained by each dye
Electrolyte: LiI:500mM,TBP:580mM, I2:50mM, EMImDCA:600mM in
Acetonitrile, 0.25 cm2 cell. AM 1.5, masked. Active area was corrected by a
photograph.
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Figure 8. Tandem cells consisting of floating electrode as
bottom electrode and TCO-electrode as top electrode
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Figure 6. Dye-bilayer DSC

was difficult to stain the titania layer
portion-selectively in a conventional dipping
condition.
We found that the selective
dye-staining was able to be carried out in a
pressurized CO2 condition. In the pressurized
CO2 condition, the dye adsorption occurred
from the top to the bottom of the titania layer
because the titania nanoparticle surface is
acitivated by carbon dioxide under the
pressurized condition [16]. The model cell
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Figure 9. Tandem cells consisting of fiber DSC

that stained with the NK3705. Jsc of the
double dye layer cell was higher than that of
the single cell stained with the BD or that
stained with the NK3705 as shown in Figure 7.
These results strongly demonstrate that the
double dye layer cell has a potential to cover
wide ranges of wavelength without causing an
unfavorable interaction between two dye
molecules.
In
addition,
photovoltaic
performances of new tandem cells showing in
Figures 8 and 9 would be presented in the
presentation.

was proved that these structures have a
potential to harvest light with wide range of
wavelengths. Dipole moment of dye molecules
is expected to one of the items for improving
Voc. In order to realize a high efficiency DSC,
development of dyes absorbing light sharply in
the range from 800 to 900 nm are required.
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